Mackenzie Nordiques Nov 25,2018
Present: Ron Paterson, Matt Parker, Elaine Bambrick, Olivia Van Jarrett, Jim Wellsman, Ray Jacob, Patty
Watson, Isla Greenley, Sheri Ukrainetz, Rita Dubman, Mark Robillard, Evan Wilson, Barb Paterson.

Treasurer We have $20,000 in bank at present. Mainly all identified grant money.
Sign kiosk built, Paul Froude of Paul’s Lawn Care donated his time and machine for drilling post holes.
$100.00 value.
Fobs Lights are working, pick up fob at Azu Health after registering, $10 to use fob for the winter, when
fob returned, $10 will be returned to skier. Need a poster beside fob switch telling people how to get
fobs to be able to use lights. Passes Evan has paper and will put names on passes, Chrysalid has a
laminator and then key rings put on passes, recommended passes be done in batches. Passes to be
picked up at Azu Health as well.
Lights Update from Rob re: upgrading of lights received. 29 of 53 lights were replaced with LED lighting.
According to TR Electric with stadium lights restricted by disconnect switch we have gone from $3.25
per running hour to $1.10 per hour, this is dependent on present kilowatt hour rate of .07.

Trails Jim Wellsman, more blowdown has been cleared, old outhouse cleared from Sartors. Kirbys is still
boarded up with plywood, needs to be taken down and possibly stored in wood shed.
Machine work was not done on trails, Jim to discuss with MLMCF re carry over money to next year.
Guards on bridge were flipped to accommodate wider groomer but concrete no post approaches are
too narrow.
No information received on Grant in Kind application to District.
Membership Olivia Updated “What’s New” on website, increase of social media, Events on Community
Calendar, potential for BBQ kickoff Dec 15 depending on snow conditions, ski in to Kirbys. Elaine to
contact CO-op re hot dog and marshmallow donations. 11-2 pm.
Kids Program Posters made, Barb will put up. Have received about $,2,500, from Elks and United Way.
Walls have been painted, thanks to Eryn Wylie. Donation value ?
.Rubber flooring has been
ordered Elaine will send out email when she needs help with installation.
Cadets Request received for registration costs be maintained from last year rates for 8 cadets and 2
leaders.
Motion: Barb Paterson That we allow registration of 8 cadets and 2 leaders at last years rates. Seconded
Olivia Van Jarrett, passed.

Grooming Michael would like email to go out regarding meeting for anyone wishing to participate in
grooming. Maintenance has been done on sled. Fuel costs remain a concern.
Next meeting Jan 6 Sunday 7pm.

